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Folding simulations of a three-dimensional protein model with a nonspecific
hydrophobic energy function
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~Received 31 January 2001; published 21 June 2001!

We show that a nonspecific hydrophobic energy function can produce proteinlike folding behavior of a
three-dimensional protein model of 40 monomers in the cubic lattice when the native conformation is chosen
judiciously. We confirm that monomer inside/outside segregation is a powerful criterion for the selection of
appropriate structures, an idea that was recently proposed with basis on a general theoretical analysis and
simulations of much simpler two-dimensional models.
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How do proteins fold? This question has been one of
most challenging problems of molecular biophysics dur
the last decades of the 20th century. A general answer ca
provided in terms of a rugged, funnel-shaped, energy sur
that should be able to rapidly guide the ensemble of unfol
conformations towards the native structure@1–4#. It is much
less understood, however, how this appropriate surface a
during the folding process. Hydrophobicity must necessa
be involved since it is known to be the most important fac
determining protein stability@5#, but can the intrinsically
nonspecific hydrophobic effect, by itself, encode unique
tive structures inside astronomically large conformatio
spaces? Results from previous studies on lattice models,
monomers intended to mimic polar and apolar amino ac
have been controversial. Although complete enumeration
short chains indicates the possibility of proteinlike therm
dynamics, attempts to design longer sequences to fold
maximally compact conformations tend to fail unless pa
specific segregation terms are added to the energy func
@6–9#.

It is clear that hydrophobic amino acids of a protein
water will tend to hide from the solvent while the rever
will be true for hydrophilic amino acids. A general an
simple lattice implementation of this idea is a conformatio
energy function in the form of the negative scalar produc
N-dimensional space between the sequence, represente
the vectorhW 5$h1 , . . . ,hN%, and the structure, represente
by the vectorcW5$c1 , . . . ,cN%, wherehi is the hydrophobic-
ity ~positive or negative! of monomeri andci is the number
of contacts it makes@8,10–13#,

E~$hi%,$ci%!52(
i 51

N

hici52hW •cW . ~1!

A recent analysis@12# based on the stability criterion fo
proteinlike folding behavior@14–17,7# suggested that, al
though nonspecific, in the sense that the contribution o
monomer participating in a contact is independent of its c
tact partner, this function could be successfully used in fo
ing simulations. Possible native structures were predicte
be not arbitrary, however, since they should have large
ues ofs, the standard deviation of the number of conta
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made by each of their monomers. Native structures, th
fore, should have their monomers sufficiently segregated
tween buried positions, making the maximal number of co
tacts, and exposed positions, making no contacts at
Interestingly, maximally compact conformations in th
square lattice were found to be not adequate since man
their monomers have an intermediate degree of expos
resulting in low values ofs @12#. Although successfully
tested with chains of 24 monomers in the two-dimensio
square lattice, a more general implementation of this ide
three dimensions was lacking until now, mainly because
the difficulty to generate sufficiently segregated thre
dimensional conformations.

In the present study, a segregated conformation of
monomers in the three-dimensional cubic lattice was gen
ated by a specific computer program~Fig. 1!. The searching
algorithm consisted of a standard Monte Carlo simulat

FIG. 1. Native conformation used in the present study. T

number below the structure represents its contact vectorcW , i.e., each
digit represents the number of contacts in the native conforma
made by each monomer along the sequence. These number
also indicated on the structure itself by different shades of gr
ranging from white~0 contacts! to black ~5 contacts!.
©2001 The American Physical Society12-1
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with the Metropolis criterion@18# as previously implemented
@19,12# but with an energy function depending explicitly o
s. The temperature was lowered very slowly in an attemp
find deep minima in the resulting energy surface, wh
should correspond to conformations with the desired pr
erty. Although not completely segregated, the obtaineds of
1.62 is significantly higher than 0.85, the correspond
value for maximally compact conformations of 36 mon
mers, like the one used in previous studies with more spe
pairwise contact energies@19#. If a conformation could be
completely segregated between the minimal of 0 and
maximal of 4 contacts~except for the chain ends! its s
would be 2, but such conformation cannot exist in the cu
lattice due to topological constraints and it is difficult
predict how far below is 1.62 from the topologically possib
limit. Note that although having no ‘‘cavities,’’ the segre
gated structure has a total of only 33 contacts resulting in
average of 0.825 contacts per monomer, much smaller
1.111, the corresponding average for the maximally comp
conformation.

The hydrophobic sequence intended to fold to the gen
ated structure was obtained as a vectorhW in the plane defined
by the conformation contact vectorcW and the main diagona
@12,13#. The angle betweenhW and the diagonal was not 90
but slightly larger, since this small ‘‘rotation’’ was recent

FIG. 2. Vectorial representation of the sequence design pr
dure in the sequence-structure diagram. The plane represent

two-dimensional subspace defined by the contact vectorcW and its

diagonal projectioncWD5$c̄, . . . ,c̄%, wherec̄51.65 is the average

over the components ofcW . VectorsxW5cW and yW5cWD2KcW , where

K5(cW .cWD /ucW u2)50.509 is a conformation-dependent constant,
conveniently taken as an orthogonal basis in this plane. Units

resented along each axis are different, sincexW andyW have different
lengths. A sequence perpendicular to the diagonal is obtained

hW 05cW2cWD5(12K)xW2yW . The sequence used in the present stu

was slightly rotated away from this direction by doubling itsyW

component,hW 5(12K)xW22yW . The resulting hydrophobicities o
each monomer areh(0)523.3, h(1)521.791, h(2)520.282,
h(3)51.227, h(4)52.736, andh(5)54.245, whereh(c) stands
for the hydrophobicity of monomers makingc contacts in the native
structure.
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found to improve folding behavior for two-dimensional mo
els @13#. The sequence design procedure can be visualize
a two-dimensional sequence-structure diagram~Fig. 2!. Se-
quence rotation emphasizes the importance of some e
tively repulsive non-native interactions and its effect on fo
ing behavior is probably related to the recently observ
smoothening effect caused by such repulsive terms on
energy surfaces of simple models@20#. Representative fold-
ing trajectories of 2.5 billion time steps recorded eve
100 000 steps~1 time step5 40 move attempts! of the de-
signed sequence, using the hydrophobic energy function@Eq.
~1!# and beginning from random initial conformations, a
shown in Fig. 3. Folding is very cooperative to the corre
native structure and no other conformation with equal
lower energy was ever found. Kinetics around the foldi
temperature appear to be at least two orders of magni
slower when compared to previous three-dimensional m
els with pairwise contact interactions@19#, suggesting a
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FIG. 3. Representative trajectories atT51.265Tf ~a! and T
51.15,Tf ~b!, obtained by standard Monte Carlo simulations f
the designed sequence with the hydrophobic energy function.
ergy and number of native contacts are plotted against the num
of time steps~1 time step5 40 move attempts!. The energy
(2105.1) and number of contacts~33! of the native structure are
shown as horizontal lines. Temperature is always represented in
present study in units of energy~i.e., Boltzmann contant is taken t
be unity! and the energy scale is determined by the numerical
ues of the hydrophobicities along the sequence.
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FOLDING SIMULATIONS OF A THREE-DIMENSIONAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 011912
FIG. 4. Heat capacity~a!, average fraction of native contacts,Q,
and average fraction of all contacts,C, ~b!, and the derivatives of
the average contact fractions~c! as a function of temperature
Curves shown in~a! and ~b! were obtained by the multiple histo
gram technique from long simulations of up to 10 billion time ste
~1 time step corresponds toN540 move attempts! run at T
51.30, T51.45, T51.60, T51.85, T52.0, andT52.5. Points
and error bars shown in~a! and~b! represent the average and sta
dard deviation over independent simulations at these tempera
and also for four simulations of 5 billion time steps run atT
51.15 that were not used in the multiple histogram procedu
Good agreement between points and curves, even forT51.15, con-
firms that the extrapolation was reasonably accurate. Curves sh
in ~c! were obtained directly from the curves shown in~b!. Q andC
are adimensional and, since temperature has units of energy
heat capacityCv5dE/dT is also adimensional whiledQ/dT and
dC/dT have units of inverse energy. The energy scale is de
mined by the numerical values of the hydrophobicities along
sequence.
01191
higher free-energy barrier for folding. Despite the requi
ment of longer simulations, proteinlike thermodynamics a
clearly reproduced. At high temperatures the chain st
most of the time in the unfolded state~not shown!. At T
5Tf51.26, the folding transition temperature, both the u
folded and native states are significantly populated@Fig.
3~a!#. At T51.15, below the transition temperature, the cha
folds and then remains most of the time in the folded st
@Fig. 3~b!#, indicating the native structure is kinetically ac
cessible at a temperature where it is thermodynamic
stable.

The temperature dependence of relevant thermodyna
averages were obtained by the multiple histogram techni
@21,22# from several long simulations run at different tem
peratures. The heat capacity displays a sharp peak aT
51.26, which is used to define the folding transition te
peratureTf and a shoulder atT'1.85 @Fig. 4~a!#. The aver-
age fraction of all contacts,C, a measure of chain compac
ness, displays the same behavior of the heat capacity w
sharp variation aroundTf , followed by a more gradual varia
tion at higher temperatures@Fig. 4~b!#, implying a sharp peak
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FIG. 5. Equilibrium distributions of the number of native co
tacts ~bars! and the number of all contacts~lines! at T51.26, the
folding transition temperature~a!, and at T51.85, around the
middle of the discompactization transition~b!. The number of na-
tive contacts and all contacts are simplyQ and C, respectively,
multiplied by 33, the number of contacts in the native conformati
2-3
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followed by a shoulder in its derivative@Fig. 4~c!#. For the
average fraction of native contacts,Q, a measure of the
amount of native structure, a single sharp transition is ap
ent @Fig. 4~b!# resulting in a single sharp peak in its deriv
tive at T5Tnc'Tf @Fig. 4~c!#. It appears, therefore, that th
native structure is disrupted in a single cooperative tra
tion, while the shoulder on the heat capacity curve res
from further discompactization of the unfolded state.

Reasonably bimodal equilibrium distributions ofQ andC
at T51.26 confirm that the folding transition is first orde
~‘‘two-state’’! @Fig. 5~a!# while their unimodal distributions
at T51.85 indicate that the discompactization transition
second order@Fig. 5~b!#. Very similar behavior has been pre
viously reported for different models of protein folding@23#.
The discompactization transition has even been found
simple homopolymer models@24# but is not detected in hea
capacity curves of real single-domain proteins@25#. This dis-
crepancy might indicate that our model is more energetic
frustrated than real proteins due to the small number
monomer types, since nonspecific hydrophobic interacti
keep the unfolded state in a collapsed form if the tempera
is not too high. It might also be relevant, however, that h
drophobic interactions themselves are intrinsically depend
on temperature@25# and such dependence is not being co
sidered in the present study.

An adimensional cooperativity index for the folding tra
sition can be computed as proposed by Klimov and Th
malai @22# from the derivative ofQ by the expression

Vc5Tnc
2

maxF2
dQ

dTG
DT

, ~2!

whereTnc is the temperature at which the peak occurs a
DT is the width of the peak at its half-maximal height. W
have obtained the valueVc'11 for the present model, whic
is much higher than values obtained for the hydropho
model in two dimensions, where it can range from 2 to
ci

in

ol-

ys

ci.
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@13#, and also for the three-dimensional model with si
chains of Klimov and Thirumalai, where it is around 5 fo
the most cooperative sequences@22#.

It should be emphasized that the structural segrega
criterion for the selection of native conformations was d
rived from a theoretical analysis completely independent
lattice geometry. In simple terms, a segregated struc
should be appropriate because hydrophobic monomer
buried positions would result in a larger decrease in its
ergy than in the average energy of the unfolded state w
hydrophilic monomers in exposed positions would not
crease its energy as much as the energy of the unfolded s
The conclusion that maximally compact conformations
not sufficiently segregated, however, results exclusiv
from our observations in square and cubic lattices and mi
therefore, be not as general. It is not impossible,a priori, that
for a different lattice or for some off-lattice models, max
mally segregated conformations would also be, coincid
tally, maximally compact. In either case, this study poin
out the possibility that the amount of compactness obser
in globular proteins is an indirect consequence of structu
segregation and not of fundamental physical significance
itself.

Taken together, our results suggest that a nonspecific
drophobic effect can, in principle, determine the native str
ture of protein molecules. They support the basic premise
simpler~and limited to short chains! exact models~reviewed
in @26#! that unique protein conformations do not arise fro
specific interactions between their monomers but from
specific pattern of hydrophobicities along the polymer cha
The possibility of folding long three-dimensional chains a
the general procedure for obtaining ideal sequences for
propriate structures have broad potential implications, ra
ing from the use of more realistic models in the interpre
tion of experimental results to the design of real prote
sequences. Further studies will be required to explore th
possibilities.
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